Radar NX

The upmost in maritime
collision avoidance
Radar NX
Radar NX is the new Anschütz radar application,
designed in accordance with human-centered
design. Radar NX features an advanced tracker and
clutter suppression that offer high performance
collision avoidance assistance under any weather
and traffic condition.

Key
Benefits

High performance
collision avoidance

Safe and efficient
navigation

Secure and futureproof investment

Navigational safety is
built upon a clear, precise
presentation of the traffic
situation.

Advanced functions
(known from “INS”) support safe navigation and
efficient watchkeeping.

Ready for future: modular
features enhancements
and compliance with
standards.

Modern, clear- structured user interface
with chart underlay
capability simplifes
interpretation

Advanced target
tracking and raw data
processing at every
single console deliver
full situation awareness
Unique, patented
technologies optimize
target detection, filtering and presentation

High performance
system-wide target
management and
target association

Consistent use of
qualified data
and consistent alert
handling

Navigators receive a
validated picture of the
prevalent situation for
right decision making
Less workload and
distraction

Fully type approved
according to IEC-62388
Future-proof hardware
and operating system
Ongoing application
compliance (e.g. new
test standards)

Growing scope of
modular features, easy
to update

Choice between
classical navigation and
solid-state radars
Global service network
in case you need help

Quick access bar with navigation tools
Function related menues

Left-hand side: Indication only

Right-hand side: Indication & operation

Navigation data, incl. source and quality indication

Chart radar function

Tile menu with flat hierarchy
Drag and drop navigation tools

Main
Features

High performance collision avoidance, easy to operate.
High performance thanks to advanced
target tracking (derived from
commercial small target tracking
application), target association
and target management

Unique automatic clutter suppression for a clear target display under
any condition (CFAR technology,
“Cloud” atmospheric clutter reduction)
Individual PPI organization and
filtering on each console thanks to
the network wide distribution and
local processing of raw video

Learn
more

Chart radar (electronic sea chart
underlay for better situational
awareness)

Sortable and filterable target lists

Advanced, industry leading parallel
index line (PIL) functionality with up
to 99 PILs

User profiles to store favorite settings

Radar video merging of multiple radar
sensors (and distribution to ECDIS)
A “virtual transceiver” controls and
merges the video of multiple radars.
The user experiences a single seamless
360° image, and thus an unobstructed
radar that significantly improves
collision avoidance.

Radar NX improves collision avoidance.
Visit the website and experience the functionality of our Radar NX / Chart Radar NX
application
www.raytheon-anschuetz.com/radar-nx

Flexible and scalable system design
The Radar NX application can be applied for a single
radar workstation, but also as part of a Synapsis NX
multifunctional workstation. The Synapsis NX series
contains navigational application software for ECDIS,
conning and (chart-) radar. It also introduces a network
infrastructure that reduces complexity, improves reliability, and simplifies installation and maintenance.

Radar transceiver 1
Workstation 3,4,5…

Radar transceiver 2

Workstation 1

…

The system consists of up to five active radar transceivers, eight multifunctional workstations and additional
displays and radar planning stations. All workstations
use high performance small marine computers and
wide-screen, glass-front TFT displays in various sizes.
Multi-touch is available, where required. The function
of a workstation is defined by application software modules and can be adapted or expanded at any time.

Workstation 2

…

Workstation 3,4,5…

…

Multiple workstations
(Radar / ECDIS / Conning)
can be added

…
Multiple workstations
(Radar / ECDIS / Conning)
can be added

Small Marine Computer
(SMC)

Small Marine Computer
(SMC)

…

…
Switch 1

Switch 2

NautoPlex 1

NautoPlex 2

Sensors 1
e.g.: GPS 1, GPS 2, Log, AIS,
Echosounder, Navtex, Wind, RPM

Sensors 2
e.g.: GPS 1, GPS 2, Log, AIS,
Echosounder, Navtex, Wind, RPM

Type-approved with the following radar transceivers:
NautoScan NX (NSX) X-Band navigation radars with 6ft / 8ft antenna and up / down transceiver,
with high speed option

NautoScan NX (NSX) S-Band navigation radars with 12ft antenna and up / down transceiver
Terma SCANTER 2602 / 6002 solid-state X-Band radar for high performance navigation

Learn
more

NautoScan NX Radars
The NautoScan NX network radar
transceivers distribute the radar
raw video via Ethernet to an unlimited number of radar workstations
on the bridge. Visit the website
www.raytheon-anschuetz.com/nsx
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